
Neutron-1 

 The 3-U Neutron-1 CubeSat is scheduled for 
deployment from the International Space Station 
(ISS) on November 5 at 10:40 UTC. For the satellite’s 
first month and during its commissioning phase, the 
Neutron-1 beacon will transmit 1,200 bps BPSK 
telemetry every 60 seconds on 435.300 MHz. 
Developed by the Hawaii Space Flight Laboratory 
(HSFL) at the University of  Hawaii at Manoa (UHM), 
the satellite’s payload includes a VU FM amateur 
radio repeater during available times and according 
to the spacecraft’s power budget. The Neutron-1 science mission is spelled out in 
a formal paper, Neutron-1 Mission: Low Earth Orbit Neutron Flux Detection and 
COSMOS Mission Operations Technology Demonstration. HSFL operates and 
maintains a satellite UHF, VHF, and L/S-band amateur radio ground station at Kauai 
Community College.

 The primary mission of  Neutron-1 is to measure low-energy neutron flux in 
low-Earth orbit (LEO). The science payload, a small neutron detector developed by 
Arizona State University, will focus on measurements of  low-energy secondary 
neutrons — a component of  the LEO neutron environment.

Upcoming satellite launches

 A number of  other amateur radio satellites are expected to launch or be 
deployed in the next few months. AMSAT’s RadFxSat-2 (Fox-1E) is expected to go 
into orbit by year’s end on Virgin Orbit’s LauncherOne vehicle. RadFxSat-2 carries 
a 30 kHz wide VU linear transponder.

 The Tevel Mission — a series of  eight Israeli 1U CubeSats, each carrying a 
UV FM transponder — is expected to launch from India on a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket 
in December. Also from the Herzliya Science Center is a 3U CubeSat called Tausat-
1, which is scheduled to launch on a Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) 
ISS resupply mission in February for subsequent deployment. Tausat-1 carries an 
FM transponder.

 AMSAT-Spain (AMSAT-EA) reports that its PocketQubes, EASAT-2, and 
HADES, have been integrated for launch on a SpaceX Falcon 9 in December, while 
GENESIS-L and GENESIS-N have been integrated for launch on Firefly’s Alpha 
rocket.

                                      11/2020 NOVEMBER

contacto@amsat-ea.org      eb1ao@amsat-ea.org         Translation by Fernando EC1AME
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AMSAT-EA GENESIS satellites integrated in Athens

 Last Sunday, October 25, The LibreSpace satellites GÉNESIS-L and 
GÉNESIS-N by AMSAT-EA. t joined the PICOBUS expeller  .The integration was 
carried out by LibreSpace staff at their

 Athens headquarters. The integration, which was broadcast live on 
YouTube, is the step prior to its shipment to the United States where the 
expeller itself, with the satellites inside, will be integrated into Firefly's Alpha 
rocket for launch into space from the Vanderberg Air Force Base in California.
On the other hand, the EASAT-2 and Hades satellites have been integrated in 
the AlbaPOD ejector of Alba Orbital that the Scottish company will transport 
soon to Florida, to be launched in December from Cape Canaveral aboard a 
SpaceX Falcon rocket.

 The GENESIS satellites are digital regenerative repeaters of ASK and  
CW while EASAT-2 and Hades are analog and digital repeaters for voice in FM 
and data in FSK. ( also with a voice beacon recorded in FM)

 As for their payloads, the GENESIS have ion thrusters AIS-gPPT3-1C 
from Applied Ion Systems, while EASAT-2 carries a basaltic rock experiment 
and Hades a University SSTV camera of Brno.

 See a video of the integration here

  

EA4GQS, CEO of AMSAT-EA

Pic showing the moment of integration with GENESIS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-42QPHEwcLE
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RADIO Stories... Via SATELLITE
EA5TT

 In the last few days I have had some anecdotes 
in the "birds" that I think are worthy of  mention, and 
taking advantage of  the opportunity the newsletter 
gives us, I will make them known:

 Last October 24th, and after a failed QSO 
attempt  on the RS-44, I managed to complete A QSO 
with Ahmet, TA3KAH through the Chinese satellite 
XW-2C. His operation mode is always in portable from 
a high point in his country, with a Yaesu FT-817, a 
Kenwood TH-D74 and an Arrow antenna (Photo 1). 
His tweeter account perfectly ref lects his 
adventurous and freedom character (Photo 2). He 
later told me  that our qso had been his "baptism" in 
the "HF SAT"... (apparently this is the name they use 
in Turkey for linear satellites), seconds later he could 
complete another QSO with EA1PA/p, Salva, he is 
almost always as portable. You can imagine his 
h a p p i n e s s  a f t e r  c o m p l e t i n g  t h e  Q S O . 
CONGRATULATIONS!

 Unfortunately, days later an earthquake occurred in Turkey, and ,as he 
belongs to the rescue teams, we are sure he was doing an excellent job. 

 On the afternoon of  October 26, I was calling North America on the RS-44 
satellite, in that pass I got a qso with NZ8V, from EN73 and VA3NNA, Adrian, from 
Fn03…

 That same night I received an email from Adrian thanking me for the qso, I 
looked on his qrz.com page ... and I was curious and so I asked him if  he could
send a photo of  his sat set up, when I saw and read his comments, I got amazed to 
see he could cross the pond with such a minimalistic set up on RS-44 :

"I attach a photo of  my operating conditions. I'm in the guest 
room of  a two-story house (Photo 3). I am working through the 
ceiling and the wall. The antenna is an ELK and I usually have 
it elevated to about 30 degrees. I have a pair of  FT-817NDs. 
The old FT-221R is used for ISS SSTV reception, as it is easier 
to correct the Doppler observing the analog S-meter to see 
how the frequency changes.

 This is a slightly retouched image, taken for a local 
exhibition on how people stayed in contact with the 
community during the pandemic.

Photo 1. TA3KAH, Ahmet

Photo 2. Setup of TA3KAH

Photo 3.
Working conditions of VA3NNA
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 Although FN03 includes around 3 million residents and a large Amount of  
radio amateurs, there's only a couple of  us on the satellites in this Grid. We are only a 
handful in Canada. The ham radio population here  tends to be larger and more into 
HF, both phone and CW. Best 73from  Adrian VA3NNA”.

 And talking about  crossing the pond, in (Photo 4), You can see the “Egg 
beater” antennas I used  in november ,  when  I established contact via RS-44 with 
Rafael, KP4RV. He had the satellite at only 4th 
elevation (Photo 5).

 Shortly afterwards he beat his own personal 
distance record with Jerôme, F4DXV, getting the 

most difficult yet ... with 
only 3º elevation!

  I  just wanted to 
share Ahmet's stories, 
Adrian and Rafael… I think they deserve it!

Photo 4. Antennas of KP4RV, Rafael

Photo 5. QSO  4º of elevation

73, EA5TT 
Manuel Dom

ea5tt@yahoo.com
@ea5tt

N6UA, will be in DM89, The next 14/11.

7Q7RU, will ve active from Kh67 on these sats: AO-7, RS-44, QO-100, from 
november 11 to 21 .

Sandro PY1SAN and Claudio PY1CMT will be active on QO-100 and some RS-44 
AND AO7 passes, both in SSB and CW using the call  ZX6BA from Prado (HH02) 
.November  13-15 And they will do the same using que call

 PR1S from Nueva Almeida (GG99) dnovember 16-18.

KL7TN, Tyler will be active frome FN53/54/55/56/57/64/65/66/67 november 13-
18.More info on twitter.

UPCOMING ACTIVATIONS

mailto:ea5tt@yahoo.com
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ANTENA QFH

 After a while trying different antennas for satellites in V / UHF, 
I decided to test this antenna after seeing the magnificent results 
given by Rubén EA5BZ. Ruben made it with copper tube, following a 
design that is available on many web pages and of  which we also 
haveasuperb  pdf  tutorial made by my  friend Alex EA4BFK (See Link)

 In my case, and due to the few means at my disposal, I decided to search for a 
solution that did not require specific tools and that it also allows easy adjustment 
and mounting / dismounting of  the antenna.

 After performing a first test with measurements for 137 MHz with 
satisfactory result, I decided to modify it for use in VHF  since my interest lies in the 
FM satellites  with a downlink on  145 MHz . (above  137 MHz so the antenna will be a 
little more reduced). This version for 145 MHz is the one that I am going to detail in 
this article.

 The antenna is really two rectangular squares twisted 180 degrees, a large 
frame that will resonate a bit (about 3 MHz) below the frequency of  work and a small 
square that will resonate above this frequency (approx. 142 and 148 MHz 
respectively). The difference in frequency of  resonance generates the 90 degree 
phase shift necessary for the correct operation of  this antenna in Right circular 
polarization. Both squares  will eventually be connected in parallel at the top of  the 
antenna.

Necessary materials

PVC pipe preparation

 The first thing is to prepare the PVC pipe, for which I used the QFH Antenna 
Calculator  available on the website  jcoppens.com in which, entering the 
frequency and some data, it calculates the measurements and what is most 
important, it generates a template to print and stick to the tube. This template 
greatly facilitates the drilling of  the tube.

Ÿ 40mm PVC Drain Pipe (1 meter is enough)
Ÿ Threaded rod M6
Ÿ M6 nuts and washers
Ÿ Aluminum plate 10mm wide and 1mm thick (usually sold in 2 meter 

sections)
Ÿ Four 6mm hole lug terminals
Ÿ RG-58, LMR-240 or similar coaxial cable and connector (in my SMA 

case)

https://skyriddles.wordpress.com/2020/04/28/recovering-irans-nour-01-militarysatellite/#more-722
https://skyriddles.wordpress.com/2020/04/28/recovering-irans-nour-01-militarysatellite/#more-722
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 Only the upper part (Top) and the lower part (Bottom) of  the the template is 
used,  the Central part is not used. Cut out the template and secure it with Tape to  
the PVC  template (Photo 1). After several tests, I 
recommend the distance that I have set of  490m. 
Drill first a 2mm hole and later 6mm.

 At the top we will set four pieces of  
threaded rod (2 of  170mm and 2 of  180mm) using 
nuts and washers, although later we will have to 
release them to make the electrical connections. 

 In the photos you  see the rods uncut, since I 
bought them 200mm long with the idea of  testing.
In the photo you can see two other holes 6mm 
l o we r.  I  m a d e  t h e m  t o  b e  abl e  t o  w i n d
four turns of  the coaxial forming a balun .We pass 
the wire through the hole top, we wind four turns 
and turn it to put through the bottom hole…. Easy 
And simple.

 
  Next we drill the lower part where there will be two 
crossed rods (one of  350mm and the other of  370mm) at 
different height (55mm spacing between them), the 
closest to the feeding point is the bottom part of  the small 
f r a m e  ( t h e  3 5 0 m m  o n e )  a n d  t h e  f u r t h e s t
it will be the one with the big square (the 370mm one) In my 
case I made it with a rod without a thread, making the 
thread in both tips with a tap, but it is easier to buy

threaded rod and fix it to the tube with two nuts.

We are completing the assembly ...

 The next thing will be to prepare the sides of  the squares. 
We cut two strips of  790mm tape for the large square and two 
740mm strips for the small frame. Make two 6 holes in the tips, 
which allow to screw each plate to its corresponding rod using 
for each connection two nuts (nut and locknut). I  recommend  
to add a Grover washer to avoid  vibrations due to the wind, and 
the nuts loosen.

 The plates must be twisted a little so when you  connect 
them they are completely parallel to the nuts. For this, I used a 
pair of  pliers ... Surely you can follow a more ethical way to do 
it, on some webpages  I have seen doing it preparing the box 
without the pvc and twist it by holding the lower part with your 
feet and the upper part with the hands. I leave it to the user's 
choice.

Photo 2. Upper rods

Photo 1

Plate Assembled
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 For circular polarization to the right They 
should look like in photo 4.

Feeding Point

 Now it is convenient to prepare the feeding 
point , for this you have to get four terminals with 
6mm hole of  which we will only use the round 
part, we join them in pairs by welding them with a 
piece of  tinned coaxial mesh. Each pair of  
terminals will go one to the coper shield and the 
other to the copper core, soldering them to the 
braid mesh used to join the pair of  terminals.

 The ideal way to adjust would be by analyzing the resonance of  each part 
separately, which is quite difficult but not impossible. If  done  this way, the 
resonance of  the big square should be around 142 MHz and the  small square 
around 148 MHz. One way or another, if  we have followed the instructions with the 
measurements, it should work perfectly.

 Although the antenna is designed to receive 145 MHz, it works quite well also 
on 137 MHz to receive NOAAs. The radiation pattern is somewhat vertical and 
therefore works best on passes with a  15-20 degrees of  elevation.

Photo 4. Antenna in circular Polarization

Antenna Finished   SWR graphics Graph of X 
(reactive part of the impedance)

Juan Carlos, EA5WA
www.ea5wa.com
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The other satellites:  Noir-01
EA4SG

 Military tool or experimentation project?

 This month we are going to change the registry slightly and we are 
going with a curious article but documenting and reporting so you can decide 
trying to receive this satellite. Specifically we will talk about NOOR or NOUR-
1 from Iran. Terrorism in orbit? An innocent educational project?.  Either way, 
it is a cubesat that without having frequencies in the ham bands, is a first 
cousin of  our ham satellites.

 To begin let´s  indicate that these lines are based on VE7TIL Scott's 
article (@ coastal8049) and Scott Chapman's research and tweets K4KDR 
(@ scott23192), known twitter users who dedicate much of  their time to 
reception and decoding of  those "other satellites" that swarm through our 
bands. At the end you will have the links .

 The satellite was launched on April 22, 2020 and for days generated a 
lot of  news in the media as it was announced as the first Iranian military 
satellite and also because it was launched by an Iranian rocket launcher and 
from Iranian territory. That rocket launcher was based on a ballistic missile 
and was able to put the satellite in an orbit of  425Kms. All these facts had 
geopolitical relevance and in fact created tension with the United States that 
from day 1 put all its eyes on scrutinize the details of  this project executed 
and sponsored by the Islamic  Revolutionary Guard of  Iran, a group listed as a 
terrorist organization by some countries.

 But in addition to the United States, many fellow radio amateurs
put their antennas to work  obtaining, thanks to the experiences obtained 
with amateur radio satellites, not only the sat location but also get its signal 
and even decode its telemetry.

 After a few days of  observation, American intelligence and the rest of  
the community concluded quite reliably that the satellite, both by size and 
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1 45529U 20024A   20318.88308931  .00011052  00000-0  21693-3 0  9990
2 45529  59.8112  70.8525 0028278  99.4563  13.9364 15.47465110 31805

characteristics, was far from being a military 
weapon as initially might seem, resembling more 
of  a possible aerospace  experiment.

With registration Norad 45529 the Nour-01  is a 
3U Cubesat 3U (Cubesat with 3 bodies) although 
initially , after seeing the logo printed on the 
launcher ,we thought it was a 6U. This size, 
familiar to radio hams,  already puts enough light 
in the question that gives title to this article 
because How much military or espionage 
intelligence can fit on a 4kgs  10x10x30cm  satellite ?

 After a few days, American military media already indicated that Noir-
01 could be considered as a simple webcam in space and that it was unlikely 
carrying military intelligence.

 But in the meantime, the ham radio community continued its 
investigations and did not take long to locate an emission that coincided in 
AOS and LOS with the theoretical orbit of  the Nour-01. This frequency was 
401,500KHz and Scott Chapman shared his finding on social media. What 
made K4KDR think that a theoretical satellite military was going to transmit in 
400MHz? How did K4KDR find the needle in the haystack? As simple as 
downloading the current band  plan in Iran and thinking that this satellite was 
complying with the rules that everybody should follow when launching a 
satellite. And indeed ... In that Iranian band plan there is a segment between 
401 and 402MHz reserved for satellite downlinks and right on their first 
attempt found strong signals in a broadcast range of  10 seconds, very 
generous for what cubesat are.

 The next challenge was to process those signals and surprisingly 
everything was extremely simple since "the satellite of  terror" uses to 
communicate with its base, probably the most known and used modulation 
used in amateur radio cubesats: FSK at 9K6 baud on FM. Easier impossible. 
So for our satellite reception exercise, the well known HS_SoundModem from 
UZ7HO in FSK mode G3RUH 9600bd (or the equivalent GNURadio decoders) 
and a simple SDR-RTL will suffice to that you hunt down the Iranian military 
satellite. Its orbit of  420Km approx, relatively low, so signals can be easily 
received  on earth.

 The Keps as of  11-12-2020 are as follows:
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 Another aspect and discovery that followed was the analysis of  its 
plots. The header of  the Nour-01 packages uses a funny “From SPACE to 
EARTH”as the“callsign” in their headers. That "occurrence" coincided with 
that used by another recently launched satellite and this one with
frequency in amateur radio bands, the Painani-1 (Satellite projected by the 
Mexican Ministry of  Defense with NORAD 44365). Therefore and 
understanding that none of  its developers changed the "default parameters 
of  the manufacturer ”we can almost conclude that at least the 
communication modules (or even more parts of  the kit) of  the Nour-01 and 
the mentioned Painani-1 are the same and They come from the “Cubesatkits” 
marketer.

 We hope that this story, in which radio amateurs have had a total 
prominence has been interesting for you and that you have the data enough 
to play hunting for the "spy satellite" of  which there may still be mysteries to 
be solved.

73s de David EA4SG
Email: at746david@gmail.com

Twitter: @EA4SG

INTERESTING LINKS:

https://skyriddles.wordpress.com/2020/04/28/recovering-irans-nour-01-
militarysatellite/#more-722
http://www.cubesatkit.com/content/datasheet.html
https://www.cra.ir/FileSystem/View/File.aspx?FileId=ca3e85cf-09a1-471f-
be04-c7b495066d7b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPTz7Ig9RQE
https://www.n2yo.com/satellite/?s=45529
https://www.elpais.com.uy/mundo/iran-anuncio-lanzamiento-primer-
satelitemilitar.html
https://pezou.com/news/tumbling-webcam-head-of-space-force-mocks-
iransreconnaissance-satellite-2.html

https://skyriddles.wordpress.com/2020/04/28/recovering-irans-nour-01-militarysatellite/#more-722
https://skyriddles.wordpress.com/2020/04/28/recovering-irans-nour-01-militarysatellite/#more-722
http://www.cubesatkit.com/content/datasheet.html
https://www.cra.ir/FileSystem/View/File.aspx?FileId=ca3e85cf-09a1-471f-be04-c7b495066d7b
https://www.cra.ir/FileSystem/View/File.aspx?FileId=ca3e85cf-09a1-471f-be04-c7b495066d7b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPTz7Ig9RQE
https://www.n2yo.com/satellite/?s=45529
https://www.elpais.com.uy/mundo/iran-anuncio-lanzamiento-primer-satelitemilitar.html
https://www.elpais.com.uy/mundo/iran-anuncio-lanzamiento-primer-satelitemilitar.html
https://pezou.com/news/tumbling-webcam-head-of-space-force-mocks-iransreconnaissance-satellite-2.html
https://pezou.com/news/tumbling-webcam-head-of-space-force-mocks-iransreconnaissance-satellite-2.html
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�O-100

EA3AGB

YO3IGH - Es'hail2 (QO-100) set up 

     This month a new entity has been activated in QO-100 valid for the DXCC, it is 
SAN MARINO T7 / IK4CIE. In the case of TT8SN, it seems that He only made a 
qso, waiting for us to hear him  again soon and endorse as a new entity, MTDC.

4X0AAP/40 KM71JG SSB QRZ.COM
4X0AAP/78 KM71MW SSB QRZ.COM
9G5FI  IJ95VO SSB QRZ.COM
A7A  LL55SI SSB QRZ.COM
CU3AN HM68IQ SSB LOTW/BURO
EA8RH IL07XS SSB LOTW
EA8RH IL17AS SSB LOTW
DK7SS JN48KN SSB
    CW BURO/LOTW
DL0TE JO62QL SSB BURO
DL8BDR/P JO34WE SSB BURO
GM4VFL/P IO85CI SSB QRZ.COM
HS0AJ/P OK02TP SSB
    CW QRZ.COM
LX9S  JN39BO SSB BURO
OZ3IZ  JO45ML CW BURO/LOTW
PY1AX GG87QB CW OQRS
R9YA  NO22QN SSB QRZ.COM
T7/IK4CIE JN63FW SSB QRZ.COM
TF8YY HP94BF SSB QRZ.COM
UR5HVR KN69TA SSB QRZ.COM
VU2HMY MK97FJ SSB EQSL
AU2DX NL41DN SSB QRZ.COM
ZS6BD KG33  SSB QRZ.COM

DN8PAT + SP1FM

Setup of 2M0SQL 

7Q7RU
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AMSAT-EA products in the URE store

 For several weeks you have at your disposal several 
products of AMSAT-EA personalized with your callsign on the 
URE website.

Don´t hesitate
Support AMSAT-EA
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